Airway Manual® Calendar 2020

This calendar provides key dates associated with your Airway Manual service.

**Issue date:** Each revision letter and its associated charts are marked with an issue date. Jeppesen makes every effort to mail your revision packet by this date*, which is in advance of any time-critical changes to aeronautical information.

- Most European coverages have weekly issue dates that occur every Friday.
- All other coverages have bi-weekly issue dates.
- **AIRAC dates:** This is an internationally agreed upon series of common dates for States to publish aeronautical information. An AIRAC date occurs every 28 days, and often Jeppesen charts will carry a corresponding effective date (look at the top of the chart near the index number). Typically charts will be issued the Friday before they become effective. Charts that don’t have an effective date are effective upon receipt.

*For international shipments, please allow 2-3 additional days for delivery.